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cathode microstructure on the
stability of inverted planar perovskite solar cells†

Svetlana Sirotinskaya, Roland Schmechel and Niels Benson*

One of the main challenges for perovskite solar cells (PSC) is their environmental stability, as oxygen and

water induced aging may result in mobile decomposition compounds, which can enhance the

recombination rate and react with charge carrier extraction layers or the contact metallization. In this

contribution the importance of the microstructure of the contact metallization on the environmental cell

stability is investigated. For this purpose, the storage stability of inverted planar methylammonium lead

iodide (MAPI)-based perovskite solar cells without encapsulation is tested, using the metals aluminum

(Al), silver (Ag), gold (Au) and nickel (Ni) as representative cathode materials. For this study, scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of the different

electrodes as well as the perovskite is correlated with PSC device current–voltage (J–V) and impedance

measurements. Our findings substantiate that the metal microstructure has a significant influence on the

PSC aging properties. While a strong perovskite decomposition and iodide diffusion to the contacts were

detected for devices using Al, Ag or Au cathodes with a polycrystalline microstructure, these effects

were strongly reduced when Ni metallization was employed, where a nanocrystalline microstructure was

exhibited under the chosen process conditions.
Introduction

Organic–inorganic perovskite materials such as methyl-
ammonium lead iodide (MAPI) have attracted a lot of attention
in recent years, because of their excellent performance in
photovoltaic applications. Their easy deposition from solution,
crystallization at low temperatures and the rapid development
of obtainable power conversion efficiencies from 3% 1 to over
25% 2,3 make this material class one of the most promising
modern material systems for solar cells. This high efficiency is
based on perovskite properties, such as a tunable band gap,4

good absorption in the solar spectral range5 and energetically
at defect states in the band gap.6 The consequence of the latter
property is a long diffusion length7 and charge carrier lifetime.8

However, perovskite-based photovoltaic devices mostly exhibit
a low environmental stability due to the inuence of moisture,
high temperatures and light. The associated degradation
processes can be classied into the following groups: (I) the
corrosion of the extraction and contact layers due to the reac-
tion with MAPI decomposition components and (II) the
environment-induced MAPI decomposition itself. These
processes have been intensely investigated in previous years
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and are suggested to be the consequence of the following
mechanisms.

Under illumination and the exposure to moisture, MAPI
decomposes into different mobile iodine-containing compo-
nents (e.g., MAI, PbI2, CH3NH3I, HI, I2 and MAI–nI2).9–12 Such
a degradation does not only impair the quality of the absorber
layer, but also leads to the reaction of decomposition products
with the extraction layers.13 In consequence additional energetic
barriers form at the extraction layer/perovskite and electrode/
extraction layer interfaces, thus degrading the electronic
transport. Further, such iodine containing components can
corrode the metal contacts of the photovoltaic cell, degrading
their conductivity. Consequently, in order to increase device
stability without changing the PSC architecture, several
research groups have started to consider a modication of the
contact metallization. This concept has the advantage, that it
does not inuence the open-circuit voltage14 when compared to
an ETL or HTL modication. It was demonstrated that Ag
electrodes degrade due to a chemical reaction with decomposed
perovskite iodide components.15–18 A similar, yet stronger reac-
tion is observed for Al contacts.11,19,20 A different type of degra-
dation process is observed for Au contacts.21,22 In this case, not
only an iodine diffusion to the contact interface needs to be
considered, but also an Au atom diffusion into the perovskite
layer. The later process leads to enhanced charge carrier
recombination, which further impairs the performance of the
solar cells. Another issue with the use of Au contacts is the
inuence a catalytic effect with methylammonium lead iodide,
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661 | 23653
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as reported by Kerner et al.23 This contribution suggests the Au
accelerated decomposition of MAPI to hydroiodic acid (HI).
Recently Shlenskaya et al. have suggested yet another degrada-
tion process associated with Au electrodes in contact withMAPI,
which is based on the formation of reactive iodide melts and
their interaction with Au.9,10 While the reactivity of the contact
metals is the focus of most of the discussed scientic contri-
butions, the morphology or microstructure inuence of the cell
top metallization has not yet been investigated. In general,
separating the different degradation processes is difficult, yet
required to evaluate the inuence of the metal microstructure.
In the following, we therefore outline a comparative degrada-
tion study of different contact materials with different chemical
reactivities, allowing us to separate the inuence of the contact
corrosion, the metal-accelerated MAPI decomposition and the
environment-induced MAPI aging. In this effort, the device
structure and the testing conditions have been kept the same
for all PSCs, allowing us to determine the inuence of the metal
microstructure on the observed degradation processes. For our
investigation, we chose Al, Ag and Au as standard PSC contact
materials, with inherently different reactive and morphological
properties, as well as Ni as a low cost, stable material
representative.

Results

The architecture of the investigated planar p–i–n PSCs and their
energy level diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1(a and b). The
following metal work function values were assumed: 4.6 eV (Ag),
4.2 eV (Al), 5.2 eV (Ni), 5.3 eV (Au).24 As HTL and ETL, copper
iodide (CuI) and buckminsterfullerene (C60) were used. A
bathocuproine (BCP) layer was used as an additional hole
blocking layer together with the ETL. In order to investigate the
inuence of different top contact metallizations on the cell
performance and stability, J–V measurements were carried out
using an AM 1.5 spectrum with a power density of 100 mW
cm�2. For our aging experiment, the characterization was done
directly aer the preparation (Fig. 1(c–f)) and in regular inter-
vals during the next 32 days (Fig. 3). During this time frame,
a sample set was stored in the dark at 20–23 �C in air (about 20–
30% RH) and an additional sample set under inert nitrogen (N2)
atmosphere (<0.1 ppm O2, H2O). Fig. 1(d–f) illustrates the
dependency of the average solar cell power conversion efficiency
(PCE), the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the short-circuit current
density (Jsc) on the metal work function. The best-achieved
efficiencies are approximately 16% for devices with Al cath-
odes, making these devices comparable to state of the art
perovskite solar cells with a similar device architecture.25,26 As
the aim of this contribution is the evaluation of the top contact
metallization microstructure inuence on the PSC stability, no
further charge transport layers were tested. As shown in
Fig. 1(f), no strong correlation between Voc and the metal work
function was observed. This is well in line with the results of
Behrouznejad et al.,14which were obtained using a regular n–i–p
structure. For Al, Au and Ag a Voc between 0.9 V and 1 V was
determined, while the Voc for Ni was clearly reduced with a value
of 0.8 V. We suggest this to be the consequence of an energetic
23654 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661
barrier resulting from a non-ohmic contact between the Ni and
the BCP layer.27,28 In Fig. 2, top- and bottom-view images of the
different top contact metallization solar cells are shown, aer
one week of testing and storage in air as well as N2. We note that
all the devices were stored in the dark, in order to minimize
light-induced degradation. The rst degradation indication is
directly visible for cells with Al and Ag contacts. The Al contact
devices exhibit strong degradation aer storage in air (Fig. 2(c))
and visible degradation in N2 (Fig. 2(d)), as the metal contacts
become visible through the black perovskite layer. This indi-
cates a strong Al corrosion process, making further measure-
ment impossible. The Ag contact degradation and the
associated MAPI decomposition for cells stored in air is
noticeable by the yellow color of the perovskite at the contact
edge of (top view) and below this contact (bottom view). Dashed
red lines in Fig. 2 mark all visible degradation effects. No visible
degradation for PSCs with Au and Ni electrodes is observed.

The result of the electrical degradation evaluation for the
respective atmospheric conditions over the entire time period of
32 days is illustrated in Fig. 3, for the parameters PCE, Voc, Jsc
and FF. The IV characteristics exhibited only a neglectable
hysteresis, and the maximum power point tracking was done
manually for each measurement. Both topics are described in
the ESI section.† The individual cell parameters have been
normalized with respect to the initial values obtained for the as-
fabricated devices (t ¼ 0). While the solar cells with aluminum
and silver contacts degrade much more rapidly in air than in
nitrogen, the degradation of cells with gold electrodes is almost
independent of the storage conditions. This result matches well
with the optical observations discussed for Fig. 2. Remarkably,
a strong improvement of approximately 50% in PCE, up to 15%
absolute PCE, was obtained during the rst days of testing for
the devices with Ni top electrodes. More importantly, even aer
the controlled aging for 32 days in N2 and ambient atmosphere,
the PCE does not drop below the PCE values obtained at t ¼ 0.
This indicates a very slow aging for these devices. As already
discussed, the Al contact PSCs underlie the most rapid degra-
dation, which is mainly the consequence of a drop in Jsc during
the rst days. For this type of cell, an efficiency decrease of
100% and 90% was obtained aer two-week storage in ambient
and nitrogen atmosphere. This is in line with the observed
strong electrode corrosion and perovskite decomposition. The
cells with Ag top contact metallization show a clear difference in
their electrical degradation behavior when compared to the Al
based devices, despite a visible contact corrosion. Here the cells
stored for two weeks in N2 degrade only by approximately 10%
in PCE, which is mainly due to a decrease in Voc, while the cells
stored in ambient conditions still show a 60% degradation in
PCE due to a decrease in Voc, Jsc and FF. While no visible
structural degradation for PSCs with Au electrodes was
observed, these devices still exhibit an electrical degradation for
all J–V parameters. We found an efficiency decrease of �50%
aer one-month of storage, independent of the storage condi-
tions. For the special case of the cells with Ni top electrodes, the
gain in PCE during the rst days of testing is the result of an
increase in the open-circuit voltage. This is in line with the
observation by Jiang et al., who observed a Voc and FF
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 1 (a) Device architecture of a planar PSCs, (b) band diagram of layers in a PSC, (c) J–V characteristics of typical fresh devices with different
contact materials, (d) dependency of average efficiency, (e) open-circuit voltage and (f) short-circuit current on the work function of contact
metals. For each metallization 36 PSCs were tested.
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enhancement in MAPI n–i–p devices with Ni electrodes aer
one day of storage in a desiccator.29 We suggest this to be the
result of a slow diffusion of Ni atoms into the BCP layer and the
generation of transport states in the BCP band gap.27,28 Such
a process may lead to a Ni/BCP interface improvement. We also
speculate that the other reason for the low initial Voc and its
subsequent enhancement is the consequence of BCP damage
during the Ni evaporation process and a possible self-healing.
As already implied above, no signicant degradation in solar
cell performance for MAPI devices with Ni top electrodes was
observed during the 32 days of degradation testing.

In order to further investigate the observed contact corro-
sion, impedance spectroscopy measurements (IS) were carried
out. With this method it is possible to distinguish between the
inuence of the perovskite bulk and the ETL/perovskite inter-
face on the electronic PSC properties. This is the consequence
of a different frequency response for different charge transport
mechanisms.30 While the response of ion and deteriorated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
electron transport in degraded devices is measurable at low
frequencies, the inuence of the perovskite/ETL interface on the
charge carrier transport corresponds to the high-frequency
part.30 For this reason, the frequency range from 1 kHz to 1
MHz was chosen. The measurements were done under 100 mW
cm�2 (AM 1.5) illumination and open-circuit condition,
ensuring that the device was operated under maximum
recombination conditions.31,32 Moreover, in this setting the
charge carriers are accumulated at the perovskite/ETL and HTL
interfaces, increasing the recombination probability at these
cell boundaries.31 For the data interpretation, the two-
component Voigt model is used, as outlined in the ESI.†33 In
this model, the interaction between the electrode or transport
layers with the perovskite thin lm is represented by the semi-
circle obtained between 1 MHz and 10 kHz, as shown in
Fig. 4 for the different top contact metallization PSCs.14,34

Because of the assumed metal diffusion into the ETL, its small
thickness and the fact that the same ETL and HTL were used for
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661 | 23655



Fig. 2 (a and b) Top, and (c and d) bottom view of solar cells after one-week storage (a and c) in the ambient and (b and d) in N2 atmosphere with
Ag, Au, Al and Ni electrodes.
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all PSCs, we assume the observed differences in the IS
measurements to be the consequence of the different contact
metallizations. While the change in pure metal series resistance
is almost neglectable, due to themissing semi-circle shi on the
Z0-axis, a signicant increase in the semi-circle radius was
observed. This implies a signicant increase in interfacial
charge-carrier recombination activity (due to interface defect
state formation, etc.), which will be the main cause for the J–V
characteristic change during the aging experiment. For the case
of Ag electrodes, aer two weeks of storage in air, the increase in
semi-circle radius corresponds to a perovskite/transport layer
interface resistance (Rper/TL) increase by a factor of 20, while the
perovskite/TL interface capacitance (Cper/TL) remains almost
unchanged. During the same time frame, Rper/TL changed by
a factor of 6 and 2 for PSCs with Au and Ni electrodes. This
implies a signicantly slower metal/perovskite interface trap
formation, when compared to cells with Ag electrodes. This
observation is supported by an SEM cross-sectional analysis of
the different interfaces, demonstrating a Ag/MAPI interface
deterioration, whereas no morphology change was detected for
degraded PSCs with Au and Ni contacts (see ESI†). The technical
parameters of this analysis are outlined in the Experimental
section.

At this point, we have demonstrated that the degradation of
PSCs with Au and Ni contacts is not the consequence of a MAPI/
ETL or MAPI/electrode reaction. We hypothesize that the
observed difference in degradation is the consequence of MAPI
bulk changes, which are related to the topmetal microstructure,
as outlined in the following.

As the device architecture is identical for all investigated
PSCs, we suggest the difference in degradation to be the
consequence of metal microstructure inuenced water diffu-
sion. Depending on the metal contact microstructure, moisture
may diffuse into the perovskite layer, not just from the sides of
the cell as suggested by Kato et al.,15 but also through the metal
contact itself, which will result in enhanced water uptake. The
microstructure of the evaporated Al, Ag, Au and Ni contact
layers is shown in Fig. 5, using images obtained from a SEM
analysis. It stands out, that Al, Ag and Au lms have a clear
polycrystalline structure with a broad crystallite size distribu-
tion, a rough surface and well-dened grain boundaries. In
contrast, the nickel electrode consists of highly dense nano-
crystallites (<10 nm) and a smooth surface. The blurred
23656 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661
structure under the nickel lm is related to the perovskite
surface. The origin of this microstructure variation is the
difference in melting temperature for the used metals.35–39 It is
well known that thermally evaporated, as well as sputtered
metal thin lms have a polycrystalline morphology. Here the
crystallite size is dependent on the ratio of the substrate
temperature (TS)/metal melting temperature (TM). Depending
on this ratio, 4 different growth regions are possible as shown in
Fig. 5. Zone 1 represents a nanocrystalline metal phase, while
zone T yields a transition zone between the nanocrystalline
structure of zone 1 and the larger grained polycrystalline zones
2 and 3. For the case at hand, the different metallizations were
deposited without any cooling at substrate temperatures of
�350 K. This results in a TS/TM ratio of 0.37, 0.28, 0.26 and 0.20
for the respective Al, Ag, Au and Ni metallization. This means
that Ni, Au and Ag will form thin lms related to zone T.
However, as zone T is the transition zone between zones 1 and 2,
and by taking the SEM micrographs shown in Fig. 5 into
account, we suggest, that the Ni thin lms form more at the
nanocrystalline end of the scale and exhibit undened grain
boundaries, while the Ag and Au thin lms form a poly-
crystalline thin lm with well-dened grain boundaries. As the
grain boundary diffusion in metal lms is usually several times
larger than the lattice diffusion, the absence of clearly formed
grain boundaries in the Ni thin lms prevents moisture diffu-
sion into the perovskite thin lm.40,41

In order to verify our theory regarding the moisture diffusion
dependency on the contact microstructure, cross-section EDX
measurements of the two-month-old devices stored in ambient
atmosphere were carried out. While the mapping measure-
ments (see ESI†) implicate a constant perovskite composition
along the cell cross-section, line scan EDX measurements were
carried out to quantify the analysis (Fig. 6) further. For the
measurements, an extraction voltage of 15 kV and a probe
current of 10 mA was used to detect the MAPI constituents
iodide and lead. Because of the high extraction voltage and large
detection depth, only approximate trends and average values
can be considered for this type of investigation. The result of the
experiment is illustrated in Fig. 6. It is surprising to see that
aer two months of storage, the Pb : I ratio has degraded
throughout the cell to a ratio of 1 : 1 for devices with Au and to
a ratio of 1 : 1.2 for devices with Ag contacts. This stands in
contrast to the result obtained for devices with Ni electrodes,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 Degradation of PSCs due to the storage in ambient (a–d) and nitrogen (e–h) atmosphere. Dependence of normalized PCE (a and e), Voc (b
and f), Jsc (c and g) and FF (d and h) on the storage time.
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where the Pb : I ratio remains 1 : 3 throughout the perovskite
thin lm, as it would be expected for an intact perovskite stoi-
chiometry. We conclude the observed degradation in Pb : I ratio
to be the consequence of the water uptake dependent perovskite
decomposition into volatile iodide compounds and their
diffusion out of the perovskite layer/cell. Therefore, the
enhanced stability for PSCs with Ni electrodes is in line with the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
observed nanocrystalline microstructure of the Ni
metallization.

Interestingly, similar storage stability is reported for PSCs
with a copper (Cu) top contact metallization.42,43 The TS/TM ¼
0.258 value is slightly lower than the value of Au (TS/TM¼ 0.262).
Consequently, for this experiment, a similar or slightly denser
Cu microstructure is expected when compared to the Ag and Au
metallization microstructure discussed in this contribution. We
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661 | 23657



Fig. 4 Nyquist plots for solar cells with (a) Ag, (b) Au and (c) Ni contacts directly after fabrication and after one- and two-week storage in air.
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suggest that three reasons may lead to the stability improve-
ment of Cu-contacted PSCs. First, the metal thin lm micro-
structure is heavily dependent on its deposition conditions,
which may result in a nanocrystalline Cu microstructure and
improved PSC device stability.43 Second, there are no reports
Fig. 5 SEM top view micrographs of 100 nm thick Ni, Au, Ag and Al laye
a broad crystallite size distribution, rough surface and well defined grain b
nm) and has a smooth surface. This observation is in line with zonemodel
temperature (TS)/metal melting temperature (TM) ratio. Modified from re

23658 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661
regarding a catalytic effect of Cu on the MAPI decomposition,
which may lead to improved PSC stability.23 Third, an oxidation
of Cu to Cu2O may occur in air, which could prevent a moisture
diffusion into the perovskite layer, similar to the discussed
microstructure.
rs. While the Ag and Au films have a clear polycrystalline structure with
oundaries, the nickel film consists of highly dense nanocrystallites (<10
s, where themorphological differences are defined due to the substrate
f. 36, with the permission of Elsevier.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 Normalized cross-section EDX line scan of degraded PSCs with (a) Au, (b) Ag and (c) Ni contacts. Iodide and lead are presented by green
and purple color respectively.
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Conclusion

In this contribution, we demonstrate the inuence of the
cathodemicrostructure on the stability of inverted planar MAPI-
based solar cells. We nd that a nanocrystalline microstructure,
due to its highly dense packing, has a benecial effect on PSC
stability. This improvement is related to reduced water diffu-
sion into the solar cell. The resulting lower water uptake
suppresses the moisture-related MAPI decomposition and the
formation of volatile iodine containing groups. We have
demonstrated this using a detailed comparative PSC degrada-
tion study using solar cells with Ni, Ag, Al and Au contacts. In
our experiment, the Ni cathode is the only metallization that
has the required microstructure for reduced solar cell water
uptake and therefore allows for devices with impressive stability
during our one month of degradation testing.

Experimental
Materials

MAI (98%), DMSO (>99.9% for molecular biology), DMF (99.8%
anhydrous), diethyl ether (99.9%), BCP (99.99%) and C60
(99.5%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. PbI2 (99.9985%)
was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Acetonitrile was received from
HiPerSolv CHROMANORM. CuI was synthesized using the well-
known method by the mixing of water solution of copper(II)
sulfate with potassium iodide. Aerward, the sediment was
washed with water and dried in vacuum.

Fabrication of solar cells for J–V and impedance
characterization

Indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass sheets with a resistivity of
15 U sq�1 were patterned by Naranjo substrates. They were
subsequently cleaned with aceton, a 3% mucasol solution,
a 1 : 1 mix of isopropanol and acetone and nally ethanol.
Directly before applying the hole transport layer, remaining
organic residues were removed by an oxygen plasma treatment
for 15 min at 130 �C. CuI solution was prepared by solving
10 mg of CuI powder in 1 ml Acetonitrile. Diethyl ether layer
(about 30 nm) was deposited on the top of ITO substrates by
spin-coating in a glovebox at 3000 rpm for 30 s. The CuI layer
was then annealed for 10 min at 100 �C.25 Aerward, the
substrates were transferred out from the glovebox and the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
perovskite layer was deposited. We used the anti-solving
method published by Park et al. to get a hole-free perovskite
layer.44,45 Perovskite solution was prepared by dissolving 1mmol
of PbI2 (461 mg) and MAI (156 mg) in 530 mg of DMF, in which
1 mmol of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (78 mg) was added. The
solution was ltered using a syringe lter with a pore size of 0.45
mm. The 20 ml of the solution was applied on the top of the CuI
layer and then spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 25 s. Aer 12 s spin-
coating, 0.28 ml of diethyl ether was added. The adduct lm was
converted to the polycrystalline MAPI layer by the annealing at
60 �C for 1 min and at 100 �C for 10 min subsequently. For the
electron transport and hole blocking layer were used C60 (20
nm) and BCP (10 nm), sequentially deposited by thermal
evaporation under high vacuum (3 � 10�9 bar) was used.
Finally, 150 nm of metals (Ag, Au, Al or Ni) was also thermally
evaporated (at 2–8 � 10�9 bar) to create the top electrode.
Characterization

Solar simulator. Photocurrent–voltage measurements were
performed using a Keithley model 238 source measure unit
controlled by a custommade LabView program. The voltage was
varied between �0.1 and 1.1 V with a voltage step of 10 mV. The
scan rate was 0.05 V s�1. The solar simulator (WacomWXS-155s-
10) equipped with a 1000 W xenon lamp was used as a light
source (AM 1.5G), where the light intensity was accurately cali-
brated employing a pyranometer (CMP 11, Kipp & Zonen). The
active area of all devices were 5 mm2 and was dened by
a shadow mask. For each material 36 solar cells were
characterized.
Impedance measurements

The impedance spectroscopic measurements were performed
with a Keithley model 4200-SCS at 30 mV RMS amplitude at the
open-circuit condition under 100 mW cm�2 AM 1.5G irradia-
tion. The frequency was varied between 1 kHz and 1 MHz and
the AC perturbation voltage was 30 mV. Bevor impedance
measurements, J–V characterization was performed to nd the
open-circuit voltage values. The measurements were evaluated
by the custom made MatLab program.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The morphological
characterization of layers was made with a scanning electron
microscope (Joel JSM 7500 F). Secondary electrons were
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23653–23661 | 23659
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detected. For the top view images, an acceleration voltage of 5
kV and an emission current of 10 mA were used. For the cross-
section images, the substrates were scratched with a diamond
cutter and subsequently broken. The images were made in
gentle beam mode with an acceleration voltage of 3 kV and
decelerate voltage of 2 kV. The emission current was 10 mA.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The element
analysis was carried out using EDXmeasurements on PSC cross-
sections. A scanning electron microscope (Joel JSM 7500 F) with
an EDX detector (Bruker 5030) was used. To achieve a sufficient
count rate, the acceleration voltage was set to 15 kV and emis-
sion current to 10 mA.
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